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  EARLY SPRING SIGNALS!  
Visit www.fertitech.com  

 
ALL THE BIRDS ARE NESTING, MAGPIES ARE DIVE-BOMBING, WILD-LIFE ON 

THE MOVE, WATTLE IS IN FULL BLOOM, MORE FLIES, MORE INSECTS, MORE 

TEMPERATURE INVERSIONS, HIGH/LOW FRONTS CRAMMING EACH OTHER.  

OUR ‘SPRING’ ARRIVED WEEKS AGO! 
Some crops are responding, some are not; some pastures are 
responding – many are not. Why? Several reasons; all very 
logical. Response depends on the plants active hormone status, 
meristematic (new white-root) activity, soil temperature, rainwater 
temperature, daylight length, rhizosphere activity, chlorophyll, 
brix  and sap Phosphorus level to name a few.   
 
We often see very little return for the early Urea-users; too cold 
and/or too wet and when the first chance to go out and spread 50 
or 100 kilos of Urea comes along they did – and that was all too 
soon!   (See last months’ RTT about Complex Nitrogen).  
Plants just don’t want to respond to any growth stimulus when 
they’re shut down by dormancy and growth-control hormones like 
auxins and abscisic acid. Plants have intentionally lowered 
chlorophyll and sugar production to slow down their own 
metabolism as a survival/ stress response to the conditions of 
winter. We go indoors and rug up and so do they; they internalise 
and concentrate all their resources until they get the right ‘Spring’ 
signals to risk expending precious reserves and energy on 
growth and development. That is why Urea cannot ‘talk’ properly 
to the root systems at this time and get taken up; the usual 
pathway through the soil just isn’t open for business in Winter 
and a lot of that useful Nitrogen just wanders past the root 
systems in the soil hydrology - to the nearest creek. As a CSA 
rule of thumb – if your soil temperature is above 10C and a dig in 
the crop exposes new white-tissue activity in the roots – then go 
for it with the Urea. Otherwise save your precious time/ money.  
 
So what do you do if you want Crops to get-going and to KICK-
START GROWTH ASAP? We all know Spring is here and the 
days are getting longer but the Plants cannot be sure and so 
they’re not responding. The soil may not be getting warmer yet; 
the cold-front rain may still be icing the soil temperature – and 
Urea being very endothermic (making soil even colder) certainly 
doesn’t help. Cloud cover keeps the daylight signals scrambled 
and thatching in a pasture is an absolute KILLER for growth and 
productivity. Heavy thatching keeps pasture in a permanent 
twilight zone of non-responsiveness. The short-answer to Kick-
Start the Crop or Pasture ASAP is to deliver some chemical 
sunshine to suppress the winter chemistry and to fire up the 
growth stimulus. A good dose of Phosphorus + essentials that 
make chlorophyll like Nitrogen/Magnesium/Iron and/or drive 
flowering and fruiting Potassium/Traces push the job along. Not 
just Nitrogen! Stacks of Nitrogen just draws down all the reserve 
support Nutrition as the plant scrambles to make good use of it – 
and if you put too much on; well it just throws the rest into green 
mass to get rid of it. Use plenty of Nitrogen for Haymaking; 
otherwise get a lot smarter about what Plants need to make good 
use of Nitrogen. NPKS-Trace in strategic combinations makes all 
the Yield-Relevant decisions; Nitrogens role in the vast majority 
of those yield-outcome equations is to add the essential and 
energetic muscle to get it all done. Not to decide what has to be 
done; you’ll find Phosphorus and Potassium run a lot of that.  
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